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ed to provide Board members some
leeway if they choose to allocate a 2
percent increase for maintenance of
current operations and a 2 percent in-
crease for employee pay equity.
If the SBOE does so, Stark said,
the increases would total $I.l million,
leaving a subtotal of $104.8 million.
The figure passed by the JFAC is
$4.9 million below the $110 million
Gov. Cecil Andrus requested. An-
drus, who attended wilderness issue
meetings at Boise CityHall March
II, could not be reached for
comment.
Executive Director of the SBOE
.Richard .Sperling said the figure
shows the impacts of the revenue
contraints the legislature feels.
Sperling said, ."The outcome, of
course, is the Board will have to do
some skillful managing with this
smallof an increase to be able to do
anything other than an inflationary
," ". .
. - . ..
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JFAC approves $105.9 million higher ed budget
by Cary Driskell
The University News
The Idaho State legislature's Joint.
Finance Appropriations Committee
approved a higher education budget
of $195.9 million for fiscal year 1989.
That amount, which is a 4.3 per-
cent increase from fiscal year 1988.
still must face 'a vote on the floors of
both houses. .
. At the committee's March 11
meeting, eight proposals were-sub-
mitted and voted down before the
ninth; made by Rep. Kathleen "Kit-
ty" Gurnsey, R-Boise, was approved
by a vote of 14-10, ending the hour-
long voting battle between conser-
vatives, led by Gurnsey, and liberals,
led by Sen. Ron Beitelspacher,
D-Grangeville. .
Ray Stark, budget analyst for the
Legislative Budget Office, said the
$105.9 million is a lump sum intend-
Faculty
to receive
honors,
acclaim
by leigh Anne Squires
The University Nell'S
An ASBSU-sponsored teacher
recognition dinner, designed to honor
outstandingfaculty"mcfnbers 'Wlio····
have shown a high degree of merit
and caring, wjll be held April 28, ac-
cording to ASBSU Executive Assis-
tant [0 the ASBSU President Joe
Moore.
One teacher from each school and
college will be chosen, Moore said.
Students may nominate teachers
whom they wish to see recognized by
completing a form. Students must
write an explanation of why they
. think the teachers nominated should
be honored. The form also requires
the listing of awards, club affiliations.
and achievements associated with the
teachers.
Nomination forms may be obtain-
ed either in the ASBSU office or in
any of the deans' offices and are due
in the ASBSU office by.April I.
According to Moore, a selection
committee made up of faculty,
ASBSU staff and students at large
will examine the nomination forms
and choose the teachers to, be
honored. Students wishing to join
this 'committee should inquire at the
ASBSU' office.
Moore said the' dinner will feature
speakers and musical entertainment
and the honorees will be awarded
plaques. The dinner, free to faculty
members and $6 for students, will be
held in the Student Union Ballroom
at 7 p.m. .
increase in current operations and
give some kind of salary treatment.
"The new programs, with respect
to areas beyond those programs that
the Board started last year are cer-
tainly out because of the priorities we
have. I think it is pretty important to
recognize it has to go through two
houses and the governor, and we sup-
ported the governor's budget
throughout, and wewould hope there
will be some changes elsewhere to
help us get more towards that level;"
he said.
Sperling said that, if the SBOE
were to seek additional funds, two of
its options would be to realign some
programs, if the institutions involv-
ed agree, or to raise student fees,
which he said is an option the Board
does not favor.
Sen. Karl Brooks, D-Boise, said .
the figure was "clearly inadequate."
"It sounds like what JFAC is try-
ing to do is shoehorn the college
budget into what they projected
would be the remaining revenue after
theyrun the public school budget,
and that's the wrong way to go about
it. Colleges deserve better than left-
overs," Brooks said.
Rep. Rachel Gilbert, R-Boise, said
the money is not there for this higher
education allocation unless general
taxes are raised, and -she said she is
not willing to raise the taxes.
"It's' nothing but voodoo
economics to to think that you can
fund that without a general tax in-
crease. The money's not there, so no,
I'm not going to support it. I thought
JFAC would come out with
something that was reasonable, and
Ibelieve it's not reasonable," Gilbert
said.
JFAC member Rep. Richard
Adams, D-Grangeville, said he. did
not think the figure passed was
adequate.
"Colleges and universities need a
higher figure than what came out of
JFAC to maintain their current
operations at the level that they are
now," he said.
Assistant ASBSU Lobbyist Randy
Stolz said he was disappointed. "We
thought we would be running inthe
neighborhood of $107 million-We
, have been organizing a letter-writing
campaign, and I am surprised. at
some of the votes as a result. Wewill
go back next week and try to get an
amendment to get better numbers.
"In retrospect, we maybe should
have expected what happened. We
may have done a little better than
some programs. They have been run-
ning lowball numbers for everyone.
Next week we will be in there trying
to improve the situation," Stolz said.
In This Issue: NAB selects new editor'
Broncos
beat" MSU,
.head for,
NCAA·
,Tourney
See page, 11
by Karen Kammann
The University News
Currently, the newspaper publishes
27 issues a year.
I think we'll have a pretty good
year," she said. . .
Mead, who was editor in chief dur-
ing 1984-84 academic year, said she
applied for a second term because "I
believe in finishing the things you
start and doing the things you do cor-
rectly and well, and I don't think I
did it up to par last time."
She said she thought the additional .
experience, maturity and knowledge
she has gained will result in a better
second term.
Mead said in her interviewwith the
. NAB that, the first time she applied,
.she was 19 years old and had only
one-and-a-half semesters of ex-
perience at the paper. She said she
applied when she was unready
because she was the most qualified
person,and the only applicant, for
the job.' .
In· additon to serving as editor in
chief for a year, Mead has worked as
. copy chief at the student paper and
as a typographer since her first ap-
plication, according to' her resume.
She said she is conderingchang-
ing the paper's name "to something
a little less generic." .
An addition to the editorial sec-
tion, restructuring of the manage-
ment staff, a new training system for
reporters and a possible name change '
are among University News Editor-
elect Valerie Mead's plans for next
year, she said.
Mead, who was hired March 8 by
. the Newspaper.Advisory Board, will
serve a one-year term to begin June 1.
''We're gonna print 28 issues;we're
gonna get a copying machinet.we're
gonna get a microwave; we're gonna
.have fun," she said; .'
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Study in $unnyMexico The Senate Beat·--,
Senate fails to pass
fe:eopinion directive
Top 40 Rock & Roll Regional Entertainment
Band this. week: MONTY SMITH
from Seattle
Open Mon.-Fri. 4:30 p.m.-2 a.m., Sat. 7 p.m.-2 a.m.
by Steve R~on take classes in business, history, an-
The University News thropology, foreign language, educa-
tion and sociology.
Graduate and' undergraduate BSU faculty members Robert
classes will be offered im Morella, Cornwell, professor of business com-
Mexico this summer for' BSU munication and Jay Fuhrirnan
students who want to increase their tor of' :bilingual education and
Spanish language skills, live with a associate professor of teacher educa-
Mexican family and learn about tion, will teach courses in the sum-
Mexican culture. mer program.
The four-week program rims from Homestays with Mexican families,
June 6 to July 8, and applications are including room, board and three
due 9Y April 15. . meals a day, will be arranged for pro-
In addition to elementary and ad- gram participants.
vanced Spanish classes, students can' 'The first week of the program will
concentrate on sightseeing, visiting
Puerto Vallarta and Mexico City.
BSU students will participate with
students from three Washington State
'Universitites and students from two
California schools as well as students
and faculty from 20 community
colleges.
Total cost for the .program, with
airfare, is $1,631.Applications for the
program must be submittedto the
Office of Continuing Education and
Summer Sessions by Aprill5"md re-
quire a $100 deposit. For more infor-
mation, call the office at 385-3295.
A senate directive drafted' to
allow students to voice their opi-
nions regarding proposed student
fee increases failed to. pass the
senate on March 10.
Senate Directive 2 would have
allowed questions to be placed on
the April 13-14 election ballot in
order to guage student opinion on
the proposed increases.
Sen. Randy Yadon said the
directive failed because decisions
regarding the fee increases will
have been made by the time the
results of the opinion poll would
have been known.
In other senate business last.
week, two allocations were sent to
the ASBSUBudget and Finance
-Committee, .
One allocation.Senate Bill 47,
is a request for $750 to be
allocated to the BSU Advertising
Club in order to assist" the club in
its trip to the American Advertis-
ing Federation's National Student
Competition in Billings, Mont. on
April 27..
The other proposed allocation
is for $38.50 to go to the Marriott'
Food Service for a Meet Your
Senator bay planned for April 28.
BOISE'S
ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTCLUB
•• •It's tfme somebody helped
students get through college!
SUN VALLEY DISCOU NTS
Lift Tickets tor
Spring Break
March 21-27
1"HRE~;6~'ll.i~"l'JlA$~i·
.' >$60 •.00;..........•...".><
·FIVI:••.OUTQt=§JX~·DAyPASSi ..•• .·
$tOO
'..sh()ivStudentl.D~·
'for:Eligib,ility' .' .
············'iF~r~d~l,erlnt~···
Callt.~oq.635.g266·· .•...".
···.·(hlJdahO) 1·800~~32~104t
SPB brings- .Free legal assistanceto full time students
415 So. 9th HAPPY HOUR 4:30 p.m.-7 p;m. • I
345-4163 ALL WELL DRINKS & BEER at V2pnce.
I
'////////,
AS BSJ!t .
~
associated students
. . ." of boise state university
, . provides-
• Health Insurance
• Nat'l Student Exchange'
• Much, much ..more!
~~:::)::l:~~- ~n~O\\Je
Ge\ ~,~_~--J
Spring. Fling
Free movies
-Comedy shows
• Lectures
-Concerts
-Films
-Fine Arts' "
To join a"
committee
'call'385~3655!
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.ELECTION POSTERS
.A & A-
• FLYERS! •.
Come see what we can do for you.
We can help make your campaign a success!
Check It out at your
BSU CAMPUS PRINT SHOP
AND COpy CENTER
The University News
staff will take .avacation.over. , ,
Spring Break. We will resume
publication April 4.
Have a fun week off!!!
NATION.AL NEWS
Students upset over exam
CPS-Washington University of
St. Louis officials have said they
mistakenly shredded the questions
and the answers to. a three-hour law
exam before they had a chance to
grade it.
"Some students want their money
back, they're so furious," Student
Bar -Association President Mala
Brodie told the Associated Press. vision" in the registrar's office for
The test results, Brodie said, could> destroying the tests accidentally.
"make the difference between a Ellis said students who took the
$26,000 job and a $40,000 job" after test would get a "credit" instead of
graduation for the law students. a grade, and that the credit would not
In a memo written two weeks after be calculated into their grade point
he found out about the shredding averages,
Law Dean Dorsey D. Ellis, Jr. blam-
ed a student "working without super-
Loan defaulters not crooks
CPS-Students who tend to
default on their Guaranteed Student
Loans are not dishonorable, they are
just poor, a General Accounting Of-
fice report issued last week says.
The GAO, .which audits federal
spending programs, is trying to draw
a "profile'" of a typical GSL
defaulter, agency official William
Gainer told the House Postsecondary
Education Subcommittee, and is fin-
ding so far that dropouts, students
who support-themselves and students
who are stuck in lower-paying jobs
make up the bulk of the nation's
defaulters.
cerns about forcing needy students to
take out loans, rather than (gel)
grants" that do not have to be repaid,
American Council on Education of·
ficial Charles Saunders said.
In its new budget proposal, releas-
ed last week, the Reagan administra-
tion suggested raising the amount of
money the government gives out in
grants. _
" In its prior seven proposals, the ad-
ministration had sought to reduce
students' reliance on grants, which
are much more expensive for the
government, in favor of loans,
Fifty-six percent of the former
students in default did not graduate,
Gainer said,
He added the GAO's "preliminary
results" agreed with the testimony at
a January loan default "summit" of
student aid officials from around the
COuntry, organized by Rep. Pat
Williams (D-Monl). -
Many campus aid directors
asserted defaul ters were not
deadbeats, but people who were
simply unable to afford 10 repay their
. loans.
The GAO's emerging profile of the
typical defaulter "raises serious con-
( Weneed
someone with
a good back,
strOllg stoDtadt,.
level head
and
abig heart.
Wehave a unique opportunity for someone special.
A .chance to spend two years in another country. To live
and work in another culture. To learn a new language and
acquire new skills. . .
The person we're looking for might be a farmer,
a forester, or a retired nurse. Or maybe ateacher, ~
mechanic, or a recent college graduate. .. .
We need someone tojoin over 5,000 people already
working in 60 developing countries around the world .
To help people live better lives.
We need someone special. And we ask a lot.
But only because so much is needed. If this sounds
interesting to you, maybe you're the person we're'
looking' for. A Peace Corps
volunteer. Our representatives
will be pleased to discuss the
opportunities with you.
·P~ceCorps.
The roughest job youl1 ever love.
SPECIAL EVENTS
Tues., Mar. 29
Noon-1 p.m.
Teton Room, SUB
Film Presentali'on & Discussion,
INFORMATION BOOTH
Tues., Mar. 29
9 a,m.'-3 p.m.
sua Lobby
Tues., Mar. 29
7-9 p.m.
Teton Room
,"Peace Corps Opport,J,tnities
World Wide"
A slide show & discussion led
. by .'
former volunteers ..
SCHEDULED
INTERVIEWS
Wed., Apr. 13
, Sign up in advance,
Career Planning Office.
' ..
°llillion
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Amend budget upwards
The state legislature's Joint Finance Appropriations Committee approv-
ed a higher education appropriation of $105.9 million instead of the $1l0
million requested by Gov. Cecil Andrus. The amount needs to be raised by
amendment on the floor of one of the houses if this state ever hopes to
have an adequate educational. system.
Rep. Rachel Gilbert calls it "voodoo economics" to fund even the amount
approved by- the JFAC without raising taxes and refuses to support a tax
increase. However, she cannot say it is anything but fairy-tale thinking to
believe that underfunding higher education will not hurt the state's economy.'
Although We thoroughly disagree with Gilbert, we cannot but commend
her political courage. Many politicians would take the easier road of not
voicing views contrary to the best interests of many of their constituents.
Gilbert, however, has bravely ignored the fact that, as a representative from
Boise, she has a high percentage of college students (and, in many cases, .
their families) in her district. She has spoken her piece despite the probability
that those student and their families will remember her anti-education stance
at election time.
We urge legislators who are more concerned with the voters and their well
being and the future of the state's economy to amend the allocation upwards.
It also would behoove BSU students to take an active role in lobbying
for that higher funding. Dedicated as the ASBSU lobbyists are, they can-
not sway a legislature alone. Concerned students can write their legislators,
call the legislative hotline at 334-2000 and show up in the Gallery as a sign
of physical support when higher education is being debated.
.•........
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As I See It by Steve F. Lyon
local broadcasting:
amateurs at work
schlepping sales on new Lincolns.
However burnt out and cynical I may be,
Dan, I do relish small snippets of local rclevi-
sion. WHEN THEY SCREW UP. There are,
of course, a few moments of pure pleasure in
my life, when the local broadcasters f1ub-
usually at the rate of a couple bloopers a
day-and I howllike ahyena and grunt like
. a boar at themiscues and messed-up lines of
those who put their; faces and their per-
sonalities for all to see on the television screen.
Not that I could do any better, but I'm not a
big egomaniac who thinks i could, either.
. I like the the young, fresh-faced weekend
sportscaster on an unnamed station, who has
a penchant for choking up on the air, usually
leading to a vicious cycle of nerve-induced
screw ups, one after the other. Recently, he was
reporting scores in a funny fashion: "Indiana
knocks over Wake Forest 44-86;" mentioning
a match during the Olympics, "Well, another
East Bloc country wins. The Austrians come
away with yet another medal ... ''': It was sad,
it was funny. I give him another month of those
and he's history.
: Dan Rather would never do that. He's a
robot, implanted with a tape of the evening's
newscast at 4:45 p.m, He doesn't make those
kind of minor-league mistakes.
Correctlons-.---- ~_
Letters Policy -- --.:.;..
Due to a typesetting error on pagefive of
the same issue, the story which ran under the
headline "Hispanics oppose English-only bill"
said Hispanic students "marched to the state
capitol March 2· to show their opposition to
a bill making English the offical language of
Idaho. "<The story should have said "went to"
rather than "marched to," as no official pro-
test march took place . .we apologize for any
inconvenience the mistake may have caused,
"The student press must 'provide an open
forum for unfetterecf'i.:xpressionof opinion, in-
eluding those opinions differing from editorial
policy." ..
"It is the responsibility of the student press
to maintain the highest degree of accuracy, and
must not misrepresent the opinions or actions
of individuals or groups. The freedom ofthe
student press mustnot be abridged by con-
fiscation of issues or facilities, suspension of
publication,aeademic, personal or financial
sanctions, arbitrary removal of staff members,
or threats of these actions."
TheUniversity News publishes weekly on Mondays duringthe fall and spring ..
semesters, and distributes 10,000 copies on and off campus. The University.
News is an exclusively student-run organization. The nelvspaper's faculty ad. I ..
viscr is' Daniel Morris. Comments, questions or letters to the editor can be
mailed to: The University News, Boise Stale University, 1603 V, University
Drive, Boise.Tdaho, 83725. Our offices are located at 1603 V, University Drive,
across from the SUB. Our phone is (208) 345-8204. The yearly subscription I,
price is SIS. .•••
I hate locally produced televsion. The com-
mercials, the specials, the whole amateur
nature of it all.
If it was up to me, I'd run nothing but net-
work feed all day, every day, Those people are
the ones putting up the big bucks for the big-
name anchors, reporters, editors, writers etc.
The consummate professionals. Who wants to
see anything but?
The local stuff, it's often very pathetic stuff.
Take for instance, a local car dealer who has
now let his pompous, stuck-up wife in his com-
mercials; they come across as exactly what they
are: a couple of stiffs-fumbling and Witless.
They don't even know enough to look into the
. right camera when they talk. THE ONE
WITH THE RED LIGHT, ON. Poor, poor
production values. '
The local station that sends over the video
crew to shoot these turkeys.is doing all right,
I suppose, taking them for a couple grand for.
a couple of prime-time spots. But they make
me pay for it, also-psychologically, killing me
softly, a minute a pop. .
I really think they should hire a Hollywood
actor, someone who knows\vhat to do in front
of a camera. Hell; that's their job-to act-
and do it in a somewhat professional manner.
They don't run a car lot. They arc not out'
:.
In the editorial which appeared in the March
7 issue of TheUniversity News under the
headline "BSU should help pay fee," it was
incorrectly stated that the State Board of
Education had approved plans for renovation
of the Student Union and an accompanying
fee increase. We apologize for any inconve-
nience the error may have caused, particular-
ly for Board members or Student Union
management.
Letters to the editor should be typed, double-
spaced and no longer than 500 words. Letters
must be signed and a telephone number pro-
vided for our verification procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation
. length and libelous or offensive content. .,
The editorial staff at The .(Jniversity News,
agrees with the YSSPA Code of Ethics. Among
the provisions of the code are: "Freedom of
expression and debate by means of a free and
vigorous student press is essential to the effec-
tiveness o(aneducational community in a
democratic society."
News
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leary·gh/es his "iews on life in the'80s
by Stephen King
The' University News
Primarily known as the acid-guru
of the consciousness movement of
the 1960's, Dr. Timothy Leary ex-
pressed his radical views of the
"tumorous thinking" of this decade,
citing examples from the Reagan Ad-
ministration to television, to a full
house in the Special Events Center
March !O.
Leary, who graduated from UC
Berkeley with a Ph.D. inpsychology
in 1950 and headed up the Harvard'
Psychedelic Research project in 1959,
roamed incessantly around the stage
for two hours. Originally, the event
was to be divided up into three
sections-lecture, question and
answer, and a workshop. Leary
decided he did not want to lecture but
instead, to "perform philosophy."
Leary said he was just -"throwing
out ideas" and told 'the audience
"don't believe anything lam saying."
He said that everyone should "think
for yourself and question authority."
Called by novelist William S. Bur-
roughs "the most unscientific man 1
have ever met" and having said in
prior interviews that there is a 99 per-
cent chance that he is "nuts," Leary
said that "clear thinking and new'
ideas" are needed in a decade which
is contaminated by an epidemic he
calls tumorous thinking.
Leary said that there are three
primary reasons humanity currently
is in the state of this "malignancy."
First, he said, the advent of "elec-
tronic communication"(the mass
media) has allowed malignant
messages to be spread throughout the
world. Citing an example, he said,
Hitler spread his Nazi propaganda
and' subsequently controlled the
masses through the means of radio.
Second, Leary said the concept of
"money and madness" is being sup-
Mark Jones I University News
Dr. Timothy Leary "performs philosophy" in he SPEC.
agrees with 'Nancy Reagan that
minors should not use drugs.
Leary said the reason the Reagan
Administration's anti-drug campaign
is concentrating on marijuana and
cocaine is for political reasons. Ac-
cording to Leary, marijuana is one of
the' "safest and oldest drugs" but is
made out to be the "killer of youth"
because it is one of the top cash crops
in the United States.
He said that cocaine is being used
as a weapon to corrupt South
American countries and that military
organizations enjoy the use of co-
caine and alcohol because "booze
makes you a bar-room drunk and co-
caine keeps you awake to fight all
night."
He said that "real killers," such as
heroin, are not being prosecuted
because the United States has certain
political ties to the Middle East and
does not "want to offend the guys
running it (manufacturing and sell-
ing of heroin)." '
Leary said the current administra-
tion is .overlooking the real killers-
pollution, nuclear 'factories, hand-
guns and AIDS.
Before the lO-minute intermission,
Leary offered his account of the 20th
century by expounding on the birth
of quantum physics and the influence
the perspective has had on the cen-
tury. He said our society has moved
from a more mechanistic society to
a more spontaneous, experimental
society, citing examples of avant-
gajdeart.
For the rest of the evening, Leary
discussed the personal computer and
cybernetics, which, he said, is part of
the information age our society cur-
rently' is shifting toward. He said as.
an example that computers can help
us alter the "lies" of television
through their ability to montage
various static images from films.
ported, by primarily the "rag-tag
group of looney-tune nit-wit wackos
of the of the Reagan White House"
and by the "right-wing Christian
Republicans.'.' According to Leary,
these groups are, among other things,
advocating the destruction of the
, planet through nuclear annihilation
by believing the prophecies of
"Revelations" in the "genocide"
Bible.
Finally, Leary said, humanity is in
the process of moving from being an
industrial society to being an infor-
mation society. According to Leary,
during this transformation most peo-
ple are fearful of the unknown and
thus find comfort in traditional, fun-
damentalist ideals and beliefs.
Panning everyone from Pat
Robertson to the Pope, Leary said
one of the fundamental beliefs which
needs to be eliminated is the belief
in one God. Leary instead advocates'
the Hindu theology of polytheism.
He said, "the name of the game is
that there are many gods and there
are human beings to take on these
.spirits.. many versions of the power
that we can call divine."
Leary spent nearly a half-hour of
the lecture discussing the controver-
sial subject of drugs. He said he is
against the Reagan Administration's
"war on drugs," primarily because
the program has little effect on 90
percent of the adult Americans who
use drugs recreationally in the privacy
of their own homes. Also, he said,
those who are involved with drug en-
forcement have no idea why people
take drugs in the first place. He said
consenting adults should have the
choice to use illegal substances, but
Ambassadors
needed to
promote
university
by SIeve F. Lyon
The University News
-Interested students are invited to
attend a reception with current
members who will answer questions
and disscuss the program on March
28 at 6 p.rn. in the Student Union
Lookout Room.
Applications can be obtained from
Philipps in the Development Office,
. E-707, or call 385-3276: The due date
is April I.
Director of Development Kim
Philipps said.
The group has worked extensively
with the admissions office, making
a recruiting tour to Coeur d'Alene
and Idaho Falls, as well as area high
schools and' speaking about the
university.
They must also commit IO hours
of service per month to the organiza-
tion, andmeet twice a month.
BSU is looking for a few good
ambassadors-30 to be exact-for
the next school year.
The BSU Ambassadors represent
the student body in various univer-
sity functions, including campus
tours, phone-a-thens, student recruit-
ment and Homecoming, Assistant
Ad building
undergoes
remodeling,
asbestos
removal
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
The Administration Building
currently is undergoing remodel-
ing and, according to Arden
McGinnis, Director' of the
Physical Plant, "we're in great
shape."
The building is being remodel-
ed based on a concept to realize
computerized registration for
students. The process meant mov-
ing offices from the first floor to
the second and third floors and,
at the same time, making room
for one other office in the
building. The east end of the
building currently is an area of
concentration, with summer
remodeling prospects for the
center of the building.
McGinnis said a completion
date cannot be estimated, but sug- ,
gested that, within two weeks, the
east end should be done.
However, he said total comple-
tion of the building, including
remodeling on the other floors,
will take approximately two more
years. The other remodeling pro-
jects in the Administration
Building and the other buildings
on campus rely heavily allocated
funds for their completion, he
said.
Problems that have occurred in-
clude asbestos around pipes,
which McGinnis said will be
removed this summer.
"The Administration Building
is really the only building left with
asbestos," McGinnis said.
Other problems are the tire-life
safety code that still needs to be
bid on. The code will set off an
. exit from the elevators for persons
escaping from the upper floors.
According to Jennifer Maim of
the Registrar's Office, students
may begin using the computeriz-
ed registration April 4.
RES E R V E 0 FF I CE R S' T R A I N I N G COR P S
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YOUR FIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU
COULDTAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Anny ROTC Camp Challenge you'lileam
what it takes to succeed-in college and in
life. You'll build self-confidence and develop
your leadership potential. Plus you can also
qualify to earn an Anny Officer's commission
when you graduate from college,
Find out more. Contact Boise State Univer-
sity Anny ROTC at 385-3500.
j
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-Wednesday March 30th 7:30 p.rn.
SUB Ballroom
Sponsored by Campus Crusade' for Christ.
and St. Paul's Catholic Church
Admission: FREE
Produced by John Heyman
(PassC!ge to India) , , '
"Most.accuratetllm on the life of Christ."
RrB,"";
~.
.ARMY ROTt'
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
5
. .
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Art work on display Multi·ima(..
recounts
The recent 14·mol
Neal and Barbara ~
focus of the rru
"Magical Voyage," I
the Student Union
March 15 at 7:30 p.r
The voyage, m.ild
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San Juan Islands
Washington and we
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plored the Galapag
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"-ofFfetcher Christia
lead mutineer on th
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Untilled work by Kathy Harris
BSU graduates Kathy Harris and
Kathy Peterson will display their art work
March 14 through April 8 in the BSU
Gallery of Art in the Liberal Arts
Building.
A reception for the artists will be held
March 14 from 7-9 p.m. at the gallery.
Harris is an art teacher at Lake Hazel
Middle School in Meridian and a 1984
graduate of BSU.She will display works
of large floral designs in watercolor and
Cole Porter's classx
to life in the BSUtheat
.departments' present,
Kate March 17-19at 8:1
in the Morrison GenIe
Based loosely onSh
ing of the Shrew,Porte
ed as one of Broadway':
musicals.
The cast for Kate
Eichmann as Fred (
Spofford as Harry Trev
Graduate. student David Bear' ~~7p~~ i~~~yL~nne~:e;
Arlette Bankston asHa
to present lecture, sax recital -~:~cis~:~~1 ~:~~r~ne~
, Howell; Jason Reveras
Noda, Paul Creston, Barton McClean Besel as Hortensia; Lor
and D. Manuel Garcia. . the haberdasher andeli
A graduate assistant with the Blue The musical is dlrecf
Thunder Marching Band last fall, Bear Buss, theater arts depar
currently teaches studio saxophone. Tickets are $12, $10
lessons and plays in Gib Hochstrasser's available through Selec
Kings of SWing. BSU students will bear
Admission to the there will be a $2 disc
free. citizens, BSU faculty ant
students.
airbrushed caste paper designs,
Peterson graduated from BSU in 1983
with a bachelor's degree in advertising
design and is pursuing a master's
degree in art education from BSU. She
will exhibit children's stories and
illustrations. .
Hours for the gallery are 9 a.m. to 5
p.rn, Monday through Friday. Admission
is free.
BSU graduate student David Bear will
present a lecture and saxophone recital
March 16 at 8 p.rn. in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall.
Bear will lecture on "An Overview of
20th Century Saxophone Literature from
FOUl Categories," Including music of
the avant-garde and featuring extended
techniques, multiphonics and mixed
media. Bear will perform works by Ryo
14 Mon.
1IllII
BSU graduate students' ex.
hibit, Kathy Peterson and
Kathy Harris, BSU Gallery of
Art, through April 8, free.
and $2.50 for the general
public.
dent Union Ballroom, 6:30 p.m. Tax form assistance by IRSand
Beta Alpha Psi, for low income
and elderly people, Business
Building, Room 215, 7-9 p.m.
.$8, with a $2 discount for fa
ty, staff and students.15 Tues. _ SPB .fiIm, The Untouchables,
SPEC, 3:15 p.m.
SPB film, The Untouchables,
SPEC, 7 p.m., admission is free
to all BSU students with actlvl-
t{cards, $1 for faculty and staff
Senior recital, .organist Larry
Walters, Hemingway Western
Studies Center, 8 p.rn., free.
Facultylstaff luncheon, Ron
Stephenson, . Big Sky Con-
ference commissioner, Stu-
dent Union· Lookout Room,'
12:15p.m.
17 Thurs. _
BSU Theatre Arts Department
production, Kiss Me, Kate,-Mor-
rison Center, through Mar. 19,
8 p.rn., tickets are $12,$10and
19.5at. _
Sandi Patti, Pavilion, 7:30p
tickets are $12.50for adults
. for children 12 and under,
$10 for groups 10 or more
selected Christian booksto
-and Select-a-Seat outlets.
16 Wed. _
Top TenScholars Banquet, Stu-
---- . . ~ . ~_:_-_-~----L- -_.------.---------- _ _.
ite includes David
I Graham; William
rever; Valerie Peter-
Ted Challenger as
/I as lilli Vanessl;
Hattie; Jim Pugh as
md Kevin Troutt as
3erg as Harrison
ras Gremio; Steven
Lonnie Holcomb as
Clifford Hall as Bill.
acted by Stephen R.
partment chairman.
;10 and $8 and are
leot-a-Seat outlets.
J admitted free and
liscount for senior' '
and staff,and
Gospel singer Sandi Patti, will appear
at the Pavilion Mar. 19at 7:30 p.m.
Since 1979, with the release of San-
di's Song, Patti has recorded a string of
best seiling albums, sold out concert
halls across the country, and has been
honored with 16DoveAwards, four gold
albums and four coveted Gram'my
Awards. Patti will be releasing a new
album entitled Make His Praise
Glorious.
Tickets for the Patti concert are on
sale at selected Christian bookstores as
well as all Select-a-Seat outlets, and
cost $12.50 for adults, $8 for children 12
and under, and $10 for groups of 10 or
more.
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nter.
Shakespeare's Tam-
xter's Kate was hail-
'ay'slongest running Gospel singer Sandi Patti to perform
, BSU student organist Larry Walters
, will give a recital March 15 at 8 p.m. in
the Hemingway Western Studies Center.
Walters will perform works by
Bach, Mozart, Rege~
Messlaen and Dupre. He studies organ
Student to give organ recital
under BSU music professor Donald
Oakes and Is a member of the American
Guild of Organists. Walters serves as
organist and choirmaster at Grace
Episcopal Ohurcn in Nampa.
Admission to the recital, is free.
--) p.rn.,
Its, $8
lr and
ire at
itores
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Barkley's-Klp Attaway, Mar. 16-19.
Bouquet-Low Budget and the Deficils, Mar. 14;Hi-lops, Mar. 15-18;Mystics, Mar;
19.
Broadway Bar-Fox Fire, Mar. 18-19.
Cassldy's-Lee Carey, Mar. 16, 18, 18~Doreen Robinson, Mar. 15, 17, 19.
Crazy Horse-PrlmordlalSoup, Mar. 17-19.
Dlno's-Nemesls, Mar. 14·19. .
D.J:s-NewBand Night, Mar. 14; Methods of Dance, Mar. 15.20.
FliCks-Kevin Kirk, Mar. 20. '
Hannah's-Redstone, Mar. 15·19.
HI·Ho Club-Wlnewood, Mar. 14-19.
Lock, Stock & Barrel-Dave Young & Rob Harding, Mar. 14-19;Bluegrass bands,
Mar.20.· ,
, Nendel;s-Prlme Tlme,'Mar. 15·19.
,The Nook"":'Judy Willing, Mar. 19; April and Terrell, Mar. 20.
,Pengllly's-Johnny Shoes & Joel Kaserman, Mar. 16-19.
Peter Schalls-Kevln Kirk, Mar. 17-19.
The River-The Bottom Line, Mar. 14·19.
Sail &Peppero C'est La Vle-J-l05 Rock 'n Roll Night, Mar. 16;Salt and Pepper
Mar. 17-19. .. . . .. • .. ,.
Sandpiper-John Hansen, Mar. 16.19.
Sunshine saloon- T.T: Miller Band, Mar. 14-19.
T.K. Bar-Dave, Don, and the Bob Revue, Mar. 16, 20. ,
Tom Gralney's-John Hansen Acoustic Jam, Mar. 14' Big Bang Theory Mar 15-19'
Turf Club-Larry Walker Band, Mar. 14.20. ' ""
The Zoo-:-Justln Sayne, Mar. 14.19.. .
facul·
On Stage
Reviews'
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P.D.Q. Bach pokestun.etclasslcet muste
by Robert Franklin
special to The' University News
There is only one criterion needed
to enjoy the music ofP.D.Q. Bach-a
sense of humor.
Those who attended the .P.D.Q.
Bach Concert March 9at theMor-
rison Center l~ft still chuckling over
what they had just seen.
Who or what is P.D.Q. Bach?
, He isa character created-by com-
-poser and humorist Peter Schickele.
According to Schickele, P.D.Q. was
the youngest child of Johann Sebas-
tian Bach.
Because of P.D.Q. Bach's love for
the' bottle and his incompetence in
most things he tried, the Bach fami-
ly deliberately tried to cover up his
existence. Family members, according
to Schickele's story, burned his letters
and scattered his compositions
throughout the world.
Professor Schickele has claimed to
be the sole discoverer of Bach and his
musical compositiors, such as suites,
symphonies, concert os, operas and
madrigals. Schickele said he has
discovered 75 pieces of music com-
posed by Bach so far.
During the concert, Schickele, ac-
companied by Conductor James
Ogle and the Boise Philharmonic,
kept an audience of approximately
1,900 people in-continuous laughter
throughout a program of comedy
and classical music.
The fun began at the start, when
William Walters, .Schickele's partner
and stage manager, appeared and
acknowledged that nobody real1y
knew where the professor was. After
several moments of apologies and
stalling for time, word came that
Schickele had just left Pocatello and
would not arrive in Boise until after
midnight.' .
Walters was in the process of.
cancelling the concert when Schickele
made his entrance.
"Hold on! Wait a minute,"
Schickele shouted as he darted down
the side aisle, dressed in his tradi-
tional baggy black tuxedo, red
suspenders and brown hiking boots.
Part of his shirt dangled outside his
pants and hiscollar bounced about
in disarray. Gasping for breath, he
ran up the stage steps, leapt over a
wooden stand, and slid to a stop
beside the microphone.
Schickele, 52, has been entertain-
ing people with his zany routines for
23 years. He has appeared several
times on . The Tonight Show
and one can occasionally hear his
material on Doctor Dcmento's show.
Although he is best known for his
P.D.Q. Bach material, he also has
written more serious music for televi-
sion, films and musicals.
The first number of the evening,
P.D.Q. Bach's "Suite from The
Civilian Barber," contained some
very unusual instrumentation: The
orchestra created sounds resembling
fog horns, duck-Calls and auto horns
r
NOW IN
ERED!
You'll like the sound of this. Now.
there are two Record Exchanges:
our downtown store and our new
store, formerly Budget Tapes and
Records, in the Broadway Center,
Greal prizes. Greal prices.
To celebrate our amplified [ocili-
ties, we'll give away a 19' color TV,
a CD player, end other prizes - just
register to win at either location.
And while you're there, check out
the wide range of selected items on
sale March 13-20.
1105 W. ldoho ·St.• 344-8010
1725 Broadway Ave .• 336-4122
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from the Roaring Twenties,
Following the. first· number,
Schickele explained he was able to get
such talented musicians to play his
music by having a team of private in-
vestigators follow musicians around
taking pictures of them in com-
promising positions;
Sports reporter Mark Johnson of
Channel 7.joined Schickele in doing
a different version of Beethoven's
Symphony No. 5 in C Minor. The
symphony was performed as if it
were a competition between two .
teams, the Conductor versus theOr-
chestra. Walters played referee, wat,
ching closely for mistakes, while
Johnson and Sehickele gave a blmv-
by-blow description of what was go-
ing on.
During the movement, two fouls
were called, and time was called to
replace a bass violinist who suffered
a groin injury.
During one number, Schickcle at-
tempted to work a crossword puzzle
'while playing the piano. His face con-
torted in concentration as he tried to
solve the puzzle, occasionally blurt-
ing out clues and answers.
"Seven letter ~ord starting with
C," he said, annoying the musicians
around him.
The whole orchestra came to an
abrupt stop as Professor Schickele
grabbed the crossword puzzle
shouting, "Cadenza!"
Later in the show, Schickele ran in-
to trouble with the police.
'Kill' provides little brainwork--.---
MDVIIS
FREE GOURMET COFFEE
(Just when you need it most.)
Presented by:
White Cloud Mountain Coffee
To make our great coffee available' to you every day,
we and the University Dining Service need your input.
So stop by, try a cup and let us know what you think!
(Guaranteed to Perk up Midterm Week.)
Where: Union Station
Student Union Building
When: Wednesday, March 16
7:30 a.m, to 1:00 p.m.
___ '_' l~ _
C.......~t;o«'AAd e~ ),. ~-)
by Phil De Angeli
The University News
Shoot to Kill, the most recently
released cop-chases-criminal film,
provides much action and gunfire, as
the title suggests. The film stars
Sidney Poi tier as Warren Stantin, a
seasoned FBI agent and Tom
Berenger as Johnathan Knox, a
hermit-like mountain guide.
The story begins in San Francisco
with a kidnapper-murderer extorting
diamonds from Mr. Berger, a wealthy
jeweller, in return for the jeweller's
wife. The FBI discovers the situation
and intervenes, much to both the
killer's and Mrs. Berger's dismay. The
FRESH 'ROASTED
j.
"I love playing fast," he exclaim-stageto the piano, Schickele stared
cd. "And loud, too." Laughing, he quietly in stunned. silence and
pounded the keys of the P!:Ino. as disbelief as the patrolman cited him
rapidly as he could. . . for moving too fast on a piano.
Seconds later, a siren wailed and Schickelehas 12 albums out and
bright red lights flashed. A also has written a book entitled The
patrolman slowly walked across the Definitive Biography of P.D.Q. Bach
ing in the film; We discover the
killer's M.O. is killing people this way
through the repetition of scenes in
which people lose blood out of their
left eye sockets.
Next, we see the antagonist travel-
ling to British Columbia to fence the
diamonds he extorted. He is forced
to kill again ncar the Canadian
border and follows his instincts-yes,
he shoots some fella waiting for a
fishing guide in the left eye.
Poitier has to follow the killer
through the mountains to Canada.
He is extremely well cast in his role
as a typical city-born-and-bred
tenderfoot. He shows his acting skills
are above-par even in this Rambo-
csquevigilante part. H~ is funny and
serious and makes the movie
enjoyable.
Bcrenger, who is riding the fame
of his role in Platoon, also is well
cast. He docs an adequate job in his
portrayal of a mountain man. He is
interesting to watch on the screen
because he seems actually to be liv-
ing his lines, instead of merely say-
ing what he is told at the proper
moment.
Another good performance is
turned in by KirstieAlley, who plays
Sarah, Knox's lover and partner. She
is dragged around the mountains and
cities of British Columbia as a
hostage and sustains her intensity
. where other actresses might not.
Ienjoyed this movie, but I do not
think it is a great film; I just like to
sec people act well. The story is not
new or original, but it has humorous
and serious SCenes which make the
grade. If you want an evening of lit-
tle brainwork and adequate enter-
tainment,'] suggest you see this film.
It
killer bargains with and then
outsmarts the FBI, successfully flee-
ing from sure incarceration.
The G-men are stumped. He was
there, and then he was not. The net
result of the first section of this film
is that Mrs. Berger (and the Berger's
maid) get shot through the left
eyeballs .. Gore lovers alert! More
scenes of this brutality are forthcom-
{jAIL'!
GRADE: B
B·.·.p.regnanl?NeedHelp?
Free pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
342-1898
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J!!ll?/Ja Blondy, Solar System live up to publicity
by Stephen King
The University News
With the massive publicity cam-
paign and international critical suc-
ces-s which has accompanied their
first U.S. tour, Alpha Blondy and the
Solar System seemingly are under a
tremendous amount. of pressure to
fulfill "the expectations of. being
"Africa's answer .to Bob Marley. "
Though' the -African reggae band
started an hour late and, disappoin-
tingly, played for only an hour, it
transcended the hype with an extraor-
dinary performance for the over-
capacity crowd in the Student Union
Ballroom March 11.
From the opening "Jah
Gloryman" to the finale, "Apartheid
is Nazism," the sound of Alpha
Blondy and the Solar System was
breathtaking. The once-sterile
Ballroom was instantly transformed
into a global African village. Blon-
dy's sweet voice was supplemented
with an array of swishing syn-
thesizers and.keyboards and whiplash
drumming which took the audience
on a shamanish spiritual incantation.
Weaving in a verbal confrontationA friean reggae: Alpha Blondy made atour stop at BSUof political angst, especially against
and delivered an hour of music and politics to the crowd in the Ballroom •. ' the deplorable situation in South
'.
"transcending," "magical" and
"moving," which, in most cases, are
inaccurate, because those words do
not represent the actual experiences.
Logically, people who did not attend
the concert will observe the old
adage, which is often applied .to
drugs and sex, that it must be
experienced.
What can be said, however, is that
the appearance of Alpha Blondy and
the Solar System is a momentous
event. The turnout alone shows that
Boiseans arc starved for some culture
which is not pre-packaged by KBSU
or through live, lukewarm, jukebox
music, The appearance of Blondy
and the Solar System is a strong in-
dication that more reggae music must
be brought into the Treasure Valley.
Many thanks are due to the Stu-
dent Programs Board for bringing
Blondy to Boise. Also, everyone who
helped with the production (i.e.
sound) deserves much credit. The
highest praise must be given to the
droves of folks who attended, I think
people who had heard reggae in the
pst knew what to expect. To those
who never had heard of Bob Marley
or Rastafarianism, thanks for taking
a chance on experiencing something
new.
Africa, Blondy told the audience in
mid-set that the United States should
leave the machine guns alone and
help stop all war.
Though the heavily political bent'
of Blondy's statements were not easi-
ly recognized (the songs usually were
sung in African or French), the
power of Blondy's music has people
dancing in the aisles. Since reggae
essentially is a spiritual cvocatipn of
emotions, however, it is difficult to
guage whether people actually were
tuning into "Rastaman Vibrations"
or simply observing the atmosphere.
Accordingly, it is difficult to "pro-
perly" explain the atmosphere at the
concert. Those who amended can
relate their own experiences with ad-
[ectives such as "positive,"
"Mom says the ,
'·:p.ousejust istit the
.same without me,
even though its
a lot cleaner."
ONE FREE TANNING SESSION
(With a Package Purchasej"
at
MAGIC TAN
Try Our Early Morning Special!
S3 Per Session Belween
7 and 9 A.M. Mon.-Fri.
Phone: 338·1000
223 N. 6th, Suite L 100
Hours: 7-7 M-F
9-5 Sat.
ero.w.
~!~fc!
... expect excellence.
WE,SUPPLY
PEOPLEI
Regular [obst
Temporary jobs!
345-5747
1471Shoreline Dr., Suite 117
Boise, 10 83702
Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
.laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someonef
Starts March 18th
AI the Flicks
6th & Fulton-342·4222 AlaT
ThEf right· choice.
Bring. in this ad fora half-
price draft. with each ticket
purchasedEnds 3/24
s ,
features
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DfjytonaBeachremains
Spring···Breakgetaway~
by Anne M. Gerosin
special to The University Ne;vs
Since Daytona Beach is one large
"tourist attraction,souvenir shops
abound. Large or small, these stores.
stock every toy known to man.
Most students buy at least one T~
shirt, a beach towel and a large beer
mug with something catchy written
on the side. .
The collegiate love of sports and
competition. has spawned well
organized intramural games in which
spring breakers can participate-«
everything from beach volleyball to
Frisbee contests and even a four-mile
fun run down Daytona Beach in
which competitors are .awarded T-
shirts just for finishing,
Some less fitness-minded contests
can be found during spring break.
Things like wet underwear contests,
wet T-shirt contests and, a perennial
favorite, the Who Can Undress Their
Mate the Fastest? contest.
But it is the beach that is the real
attraction.
Daytona Beach isn't a sultry, palm-
lined shore, but it is lively. It's one of
the only coastal areas in the country
where one actually can drive a car
onto the beach itself. The light brown
sugar sand packs down hard, almost
. like pavement, which allows the
beach to become yet another crowd-
ed "street" during the spring.
By now, everyone is making plans
for Spring Break, looking to get away.
from Boise and the books for one'
glorious week.
But the. words "vacation" and
"relaxation" don't. necessarily go
hand in hand, and most students
prefer a week of wild life io spring
cleaning.
Wild and sunny Daytona Beach,
Fla. is the current mecca for spring
break. When March rolls around, sun
and surf are much better than wind
and rain.
Daytona Beach is not like Palm
Springs or La Costa. It is not laden
with posh hotels and pleasant desk
clerks. In fact, checking into a hotel
can he an experience equal to boot
camp.
What Daytona Beach is, during
the spring, is a college-crazed city of
parties and always more parties.
South Atlantic Avenue, the Strip:
Hotels rise from the beach to line a
street that becomes packed with cars
and people all in a rush.
The Strip is where the night life
is-the bars, the cars,' the greeks and
the sneaks. Seeing isn't always believ-
ing, but it makes agood start.
Mark Jones I University News
Missing s'Omething? Men in the Towers were caught short without an important
portion of their wardrobe recently and, as our photographer found, nobody W.lS in line to claim their brand.
STOP IDo you. need temporary• medical Insurance?
I r so. consider e Short Term Medical plan from
Time Insurance. Time's plan offers immediate
coverage end excellent Major Medical benefits.
You choose the length of coveraqenecessary,
KEAVY
The University Is nOI nf-
Illiurcd with this product.'
The Information prcvldcd b
f'orcompamtivc'rUfpO\Cs.
Read ull rhc defail~ and a~).,
qucvtions before you nCI on
this' or ;:Jny', in"uruncc
product.
111 Broadway-North of BSU
Specializing in
... R'lAl· ..
Cards, Gifts, Party Supplies,
Balloons, Stuffed Animals &
Wrapping!
Call us to 'help you plan that party! .
Celebrate St. Patrick's Day with us:
25% Discount to BSUStudents
Through St. Patrick's Day
(Not lncludlnq cards.)
Available Here:
The Far Side by Gary Larson
Paper Moon
California Dreamer
AND MUCH MOREl Phone 383,0429Hours:
'M-F 9:30·9:00.'
Sat 10:0().7:00
Big box cameras back in voqu«
by Bobbie Cunningham
The University News "Photography. is like a lot of other
things in that things go Incycles"
-BSU Art Professor Howard Huff
It seems as if everybody's Uncle
Joe has a 35-millimeter camera these
days. Amateur and pre-amateur
photographers are everywhere, snap-
ping shots of everything from the
birth of their children to their dog's
birthday parties.
But BSU Art Professor Howard
Huff says serious photographers are
becoming interested in larger cameras
that hark back to the 1800s-the
kind that have' the photographer's
head under a black cloth behind a big
camera on a tripod saying "smile at
the birdie."
The large cameras, called sheet
film cameras, use film with negatives
up to 8-by-iO inches.
"When you develop prints from
negatives on~5-millimeter film, and
enlarge those negatives to 8-by-JO
inch prints, a lot of the quality of the
photograph is lost," Huff said. "The
8-by-JO inch negatives for these large
cameras can contact print, so the
quality of the photograph is far
. superior."
"There is a son of renaissance in
the interest in controlled
.photographs, where the picture is
shot off a tripod," he said. "When
you use the large sheet film cameras,
your shots are deliberate. Sheet film
cameras arc used for portraits, land-
scapes and other photos' where the
shot is contrived."
"There's a lot more pleasure in this
than in the frenzy of shooting
35-millimeter film," Huff said. "You
have to set your photograph up and
you have the time to get. your shot
perfect, where, with the snap, snap,
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE SPRING PLEDGES OF GAMMA PHI BETA:
Laura Caldwell, Susan Clark, Krista Geddes, Alessa Lopez,
Denise Penton, Cor! Radillo,. Tricla Rogers and Sheila
Wilson.
1988
BIG SKY CHAMPIONSHIP
Basketball Shirts
available at
The Bookstore
, N~.ONLYc.
. . $7.95
--Ji.-~ri,~"'I~
!I!.~.!!.9RE
snap of 35-'rnillimeter film, you are
hurrying to get just the right shot and
may not gel it after all."
Huff teaches bcginoing
photography classes at BSU, and
students in those classes learn with
. 35-millimeter cameras,
"The 35-millimeter camera is a f-
fordable," Huff said. "Most people
have a 35-millimeter camera. They
are more convenientto use, and peo-
ple who' arc just learning
photography don't know how serious
they are going to be about it. The
sheet film cameras are more expen-
sive to own than a 35-miIlimeter
camera, so it doesn't make sense to
start beginners out with the large
cameras," he said.
Huff said that, while it is true that
some 35-miliimeter cameras can cost
up to $3,000, it is possible to spend
a great deal less. Sheet film cameras
start at around $600-$700.
"You really need to have come to.
a decision about how serious you arc
going. to be about photography
before you go out and purchase one
of these big sheet film cameras," he
said.
"The. large cameras are also Slow
and heavy," he said.' "The one I have
weighs 14. pounds, so they are not
cameras you just carry around your
.neck eVerYwhere you go in case there
is something you want to shoot."
"Photography is like a lot of other
things in that things go in cycles," he
said. "The big cameras may be just
a fad, and photographers may go
back to the convenience' of
35-millimeter cameras. But right now
there seems to be a rebirth of interest
in the -deliberate control aspect of
large sheet film cameras." -,
'. . .. \
Congratulations,
-Ltsat .
. Univerisfy: News
typographer and BSU
education major is .
one of the t9P ten
scholars at the
university ..
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lady B'roncosqualify fortournament
Brcncos head for -NCAA
by Tom Lloyd ing 71,1 percent from the field for
The University News another record. '
"I thought we played a complete
Way back when, Boise State was game," Dye said. "We did a solid,
picked one-two by most polls. But solid job defensively."
the death of center Jeff Foster before But, he said, "One thing we didn't
the season started had some recon- do well was shoot our free throws."
sidering, Not the Bronco basketball Boise State shot 70.4 percent from a
team. They dedicated the season to more charitable stripe that evening in
their teammate. Bozeman.
The, Broncos swept' through, the After the game, Dye said he would
preseason conference play; their on- "rather play the old soldier's home"
Iy blemish was a last-minute loss to .when asked whether he would prefer
then-fifth-ranked Wyoming to play Montana State or Idaho the
Cowboys. following evening.
The first half of, conference play The team played Montana State.
had the Broncos atop the Big Sky From the opening tip-off, the Bton-
heap. Then, a mid-season slump- cos appeared to have picked up where
by this year's standards-reawoke they had left off the night before in
doubts and left the Bronocs to con- thrashing the Bengals.
trol their own fate. As gallantly and as hard as the
And they did. ISU, Eastern Bobcats played, the Broncos still kept
Washington and Nevada-Reno were pulling away from them, maintaining
despatched resoundingly, and the a 9-to-1l point margin. That is, until
critics were put to rest. just before the half, when Montanta
But historically, BSU has not fared State star Tom Domako sank a free
well in post-season play. And last throw to complete a 3-point play to
year, they beat the Bengals three cut BSU's lead to 31-26.
times, only to be ousted by ISU in the ' At times, the Broncos played as if
1987 tournament. They also had they enjoyed flirting with danger. To
beaten the Bengals three time this start the second half, Arnell Jones,
year, and ISU was to be their first- who was leading the nation in field
round opponent. goal percentage, collected his third
~'Ithink wewerecertainly aware of foul. Minutes later, MSU's Mike
last year," BSU Head Coach Bobby Fellows sank two free throws to give
Dye said. "I was as concerned about the Bobcats their first lead of the
this game as any this year." - evening and AJ followed with his
And does history repeat itself? fourth foul-a most interesting
It didn't in this case. The Broncos predicament. '
streaked to a 36·16half-time lead, the But Boise State did not get that far
fewest number of points allowed in with'just fivepeople, or by relying on
a half and one of the three Big Sky one person. Mike Sanor replaced
Tournament records they would set. Jones and Childs took controlTwo
Before the evening was over; BSU Quick3-pointers by Childs gave BSU
would annihilate its in-state rival a5-pointlead, but the Bobcats were
87-56, setting the widestmargin of worthy opponents. By the time AJ
victory record and shooting a blister- returned, it was a seesaw affair.
by David Dunn
The University News
By defeating theUniverity of Nor-
them Arizona 75-55 on March 7, the
BSU women's basketball team clin-
ched fourth place in the Mountain
West Athletic 'Conference and
qualified for theMWAC post-season
tournament for the first time in Lady
Bronco history ..
The victory gave the Broncos an
overall record of 18-9 and improved
, their conference .mark to 10-6.
. The 20·point win was not in-
dicative' of the game as a whole,
however.NAU jumped out to a Quick
6-point lead, showing great signs of
intensity, but the Broncos' fought
back and tied the game at 6, It was
a tightly fought battle from then on,
with 10 ties and five lead changes.
Kemp fles
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
Boise State's Troy Kemp leapt
7!6W' to tie the NCAA high jump
record with Hollis Conway of
Southwestern Louisiana. Kemp
finished second to Conway in the
NCAA Indoor 'frackand Field
Championships in Oklahoma City,
Okla., dueto more misses.They both
missed at 7!8!h/'
Teammate WendalI' Lawrence"
finished fouith in the men's triple
jump with a 53!10W' leap and Steve
Muse was fifth, with a toss of
58!4W' in the shot put.
,The Broncos finished in a four-way
tie with Auburn, Baylor and Pitts-
burg for seventh place nationally.
BSUscored 14points for its highest
finish ever. Previously, the Broncos'
best had beentaking 13th in last
year's NCAA Outdoor Track and
Field Championshlps,. ' '
With the score tied at 32 and 'one
minute .Ieft in the half, Jensvold
outscored NAU 5-1 to give BSU a
4·point lead at-the break. 'Jensvold
ended the halfwith 16 points and
had a game high of 22.
.: The Lady Broncos came out fired
,up in the second half, as they boosted
their 4-point half-time lead to 11 in
just two-and-a-half minutes. The
Lumberjacks cut the lead to 6 a cou-
ple of times, but BSU kept up the
pressure and led by lOthroughout the
half, until pulling away in the last two
minutes. '
Marj Connors and Missy Dallas,
the only seniors on the team, scored
12 and 13 points respectively and
handed out six assists apiece. Forthe
game, BSU shot 50 percent from the
'field while holding NAU to 35
percent.
While entering the post-season
-tournament was an admirable ac-
"complishment, the Lady Broncos
were then faced with the unenviable
task of playing the 26-1University of
Montanta Grizzlies on UM's home
floor.
H became an unwelcome struggle
for the Broncos, as they hit just 37
percent from the field and 57 percent
from the line and got into early foul
trouble, especially Jensold, who col-
lected three first-half fouls.
The Lady Broncos led by four,
18-14,with sevenminutes to go until
the half, but the Grizzlies came claw-
ing back to take a 32-24 half- time
lead. Montana never looked back,
pulling away from the Broncos and
eventually winning 73-54.
With 1:08 left in the game, BSU's
Wilson Fosterput the Broncos ahead
61-59., Then, just moments later,
when the Broncos looked as if they
could put the game away, Domako
stole a Bronco pass and converted it
into a basket and a 61-all tie. BSU
iirrieeul with :26 left.
"We ran what we call 'special', ..
Dye said.
Childs lost his man on a SCreenand
got the ball for an open shot on the
sideline. But" instead of taking the
20-footer with a Bobcat leaping at
him, ,he faked, then drove to the
baseline for a higher pereentage bank
shot. Tho seconds remained on the
scoreboard clock when Monatana
State called timeout for a last-second
attempt at victory.
"It was so vital to us to keep our
poise," Dye said he told his players
before the game. "We'll have things
happen to us that we won't want to
have happen." '
Sometimes two ticks of the clock
can be an eternity. But not March 12
.in Brick Breeden Fieldshouse. Time
expired before the Bobcats got a shot
off. The Boise State Broncos won
63-61 and advanced to the NCAA
Tournament.
"It doesn't get much better than
this," Dye said after the game. "It
was a great championship game."
Childs was named the Most
Valuable Player for the tournament
-and wasjoined on the all-tournament
team by teammate Jones. Three
Montana State Bobcats-Ray Willis,
Chris Conway arid Tom Domako-
rounded out the selections.
Boise State (24-5), gets an
automatic berth in the NCAA Tour-
nament by virtue of winning the Big
Sky Tournament.
_ ....
I
Tennis season: Jeff Perkins, a BSU freshman,
warms up for a match again NNe. BSU won the match 9-6.
,----------------------------1
I F'R EE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR !
,"STUDENTS WHO NEED ' - I
IONEY FOR COLLEGE !
, I
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of , I
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades Or Parental Income. I
o We have -a. data bank of over 200,000 listings 'of scholarships. I
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion In private I
sector funding. .
o Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
Interests. career-plans, family herllage and place of residence. '
o There's money available for students who have been newspaper car.
• rlers, grocery clerks. cheerleaders, non-smokers ..• etc.
o Results, GUARANTEED.
I
I
I
I
I
I ,
I CALL ,For A Free Brochure ._ ]I ANYTIME 1·800·942·4274 ' Iti
~----~----~---------~- ~_J
in NCAA
By finishing in the top six, Kemp,
Lawrence and Muse are expected to
garner all-American honors.
Discover Careers
~vel
Industry Theory and Computer Training
, Idaho Travel Academy, Inc ..
Positions wllh:
• Tr,_IAgen~IU
o Alrlln.,
"0 HOI.lIMol.1
• Crul•• Un.. .
~ Tour COmp.nl ••
• Rental Car
Co",,,,,nl.,
• Surflce
Tran,port,Uon
,
· Call for more details I
Idaho Travel Academy, Inc.
1331 South Five Mile Road
Bols8, Idaho 83709
(208)371·2033 -
" ,
j.J........
!
. ..
Classttleds
Help Wanted
CHILD CARE DECISIONS: Need
a change of scenery? NYC suburban
families need live-in child care, 5days .
a week, good salary-exciting area.
One year cornmittment. Call collect
.914-747-1445after 3 p.m. local time.
EXCELLENT INCOME for home
. assembly . work. For' info call
504~646-1700. Dept. P-1818.
THINKING OF TAKING some time
LOVING, PROFESSIONAL couple
wishes to adopt baby and provide
with best of everything. Please call
Barbara 'collect: (208)7(15.3187
(days); (208) 772-7638 (eves.) ..
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GOV'T SEIZED VEHICLES for
$400 .. Cars, trucks, Jeeps and im-
ports. BUY direct at LOCALsales!
Call 1·518-459-3734. Ext.J3504A, 23
hours.
OVERWEIGHT AND CAN'T
LOSE? Spring is just around the cor.'
ner and you can discover something
today that will help you feel great and
save money while losing weight. Call
byBerke Breathed
...-----...;. ....
.1"tI1lJCWNA 56N/7 rat/? . -
/.I1/8f/..trY' Pl?eMfl/,..,5 KKJHr
INTO (}K/1tr.(/ EVet IFr
Hl/V€ 7lJ IXJ IT W/TlI ti£VfJ' J
Ml/fN./ f£ 1lV/51/ rserrr
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By Leigh Rubin
off from school? We need
MOfHER'SiiELPERS; Household
duties and childcare, Live in exciting
New York suburbs ..Room,·board and
salary included. 203-622-4959 or
914-273-1626.
provided. One year. commitment
necessary. Call or write: Suzanne
Pack, Childcare Placement Service,
Inc. (CCPS), 739 Rim View Lane,
Thin Falls, I[) 83301. (208)733-7790.
dealer's cars,boats, planesrepo'd. today and you'll-be glad you did.
-.Surplus. Your area. Buyer's Guide. . 344-4264.
. (805)-687-6000,. ext. S-7849.
Miscellaneous
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY? Are you a loving, nurtur-
ing person who enjoys spending time
with children? Live in lovely, subur-
ban neighborhoods, enjoy excellent
salaries, . benefits, your own living
quarters and limited working hours.
Your round-trip transportation is
BLOOM COUNTY...-~~---..,
EUROPE, $29.50 A DAY: Visit 7
countries by bus, camp at night.
Contact your. travel agent or
TRADEWIND TRAVELLERS
CLUB,. (212)832-9072.
RED HOT BARGAINS! Drug
Personal
TO THE PERSON who stole our
'family's Winnebago: I hope you are
happy. Our kids are despondent.
Please return, no questions asked.
ACROSS Ii
\
34 Flap
36 Vapor
1 Prohibita 38 Wager
5 Damp 39 The sweet sop
8 South Alrlcan 41 Condescending
Dutch look .
~~~~:~~::elter :~ ~~de;:rments C R0 SSW 0 R0
14 Partner 48 Flngerless glove
15 Decayed 50 Oar
17 Come Into view . 51 Raglon
19 Hinder 52 The sell
20 Uncanny 54 Verve
. 21 Grant use 01 55 German title'
23 Spar 56 Small child
24 Halll 57 Tear
26 Sword
. 28 Timid
31 Greek letter
32 Cerise
33 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
DOWN
1 Poet
2 Century plant
3 Irritate
4 Medltteranean
'3 4
T A P A T S A A LAP
A a E L A CAE U A 1
B A A E S A A o 1 CAL
F A 0 ZEN 01 L L
S P E T o E o L 0
PAC END I V E EN
ANT V E A E P A E
T E P E S TEA AO
FAN AN P E S T
S E E S A A E N A S
P A ESE NT ou S T S
A I 0 G EAR S E A L
YES 0 N S E 1'> P Y
PUZZLE
THE
WEEKLY
8 Strips 01 cloth
9 Warns
10 Turkish
regiment
11 Ancient musical
Instrument
16 Sea eagles
18 Fruit
22 Arrows
_+-.,.+--'~~ 23 cornmemora-
tlve disk
.""..+--1- ......-~~ 24 Likely
25 Byway of
27 Insect
29 Garden tool .
30 Stili
35 Cake mix
36 Withered
37 Plateau
38 Part of harness-
40 Turklc
.trlbesman
42 Church official
43 Oriental nurse
44 Weary
46 Scheme
T:l"'+--+-I-"'l 47 Dispatch
49 Snare
50 Vessel
53 Proceed
vessel
5 Pele
6 Latin
• conjunction
7 Pekoe, e.g.
10 11
Rubes®
r-
I
~~I
i
JOE'S
MEAT
COMPA
........ ' .. 1 ..........•...
BIG SHQTS
PHOTO
Now Has Available
• PHOTO POSTERS
• PHOTO T·SHIRTS
• PHOTO BUTTONS
• PHOTO BASEBALL CAPS
• PHOTO SWEATSHIRTS
Pncto's From YDur SnaPShal Or Our Camera
, In Historic Hyde Park
34~·0076
r-----------CO~ON------------I
I . .'. . I
I 2 WHEEL ~- I
IBRAK.E.SPECIAl-'tHOLL'·.~ I
1$49.95 ~'R£ Sltl'" !
.1 Passenqer cars & light trucks up to V, ton rvr· 1
1 4X4 and others' slighlly higher 1
I· 3849 Chinden' Mon.-Fri. 8·6; Sat. 8·4 1
I . .Expires 4/9/88 345.08001
-.-- ....-----------.-.--.---------- __J
Answers
to last week's
puzzle
PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TOWORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
ForceOfficer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care. 30
days of vacation with pay eoch
year and management
opportunities, Cemoct an
Air Force recruiter. Find out What
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call .
509-334-0505 COLLECT
.t/f'(~THE·BLUE
((~ UNICORN
A ~lETAI'IlY~I(.:AL BOOKSTORE
1603 N. 13th 34$-9390
. BAIL BONDS
Ken Owens • Carol Hoerner
343-1798
24 Hour Service
PROMPT ANYTI.\,tE
CONFIDENTIAL ANyWHERE
Nick Cladis, Bail Bohds
7225 Bethel. Boise. Idaho 83704
